Introduction
This paper describes a new digital computer technique for solving the classical transportation problem by the stepping stone method. This technique offers considerable advantage in speed over methods currently in use. First, the essentials of the stepping stone method are reviewed. Then, the unique features of the method which give it its high speed and our experience in solving problems with it are presented. The detailed logic of the method is given in the appendix.
The Transportation Problem
A company operates m plants producing a commodity, the ith of which can supply Si units. The company sells its production to n customers, the jth of which demands Dr units of the commodity. The cost of manufacturing and transporting a unit of t'he commodity from plant i to customer j is C~s. It is desired to find the number of units X~i that should be shipped from each plant to each customer so that the total cost of the operation is a minimum. Mathematically the problem may be stated as: Minimize
C = ~ C,iX,~
(1) $,3 subject to the constraints X~j = S~,
J X,j = D~,
X~j >_-0,
where .1 =< i ~ m, 1 ~ j ~ n. Note that the data must have
ES, = ED~, i j
i.e., the total supply must equal the total demand. This problem is a special case of the general linear programming problem which considers the minimization of a linear combination of variables subject
The Stepping Stone Method
A set of X's which satisfies the restrictions (2), (3) , and (4) is called a feasible solution; if the set also minimizes C, it is an optimum feasible solution. One result of the theory of linear programming is that a feasible or optimum feasible solution to a transportation problem need contain no more thamm + n --1 nonzero X's. The stepping stone method consists of
(1) Generating a feasible solution having no more than m + n -1 non-zero X's. Such a solution is called a basic feasible solution.
(2) Modifying the basic feasible solution to obtain a new basic feasible solution in a manner that will decrease the total cost. (3) Repeating step (2) until no further change will result in a decrease of cost. The theory of the general simplex method proves that this process leads to a basic feasible solution which is an optimum feasible solution.
Loops and Trees
The transportation problem may be more clearly understood with the aid of the cost matrix and shipment matrix. These a~e shown in figure 1 for the general problem. To satisfy the restrictions (2), (3) and (4) , the entries of the shipment matrix must be positive or zero, their row sums must equal S~ and their column sums must equal Dj.
In order to discuss the mechanics of the stepping stone method in more detail, it will be helpful to define certain terms:
element--a position in the shipment matrix. The value of an element is the value of X~j for the position of the element in the shipment matrix. Elements of particular interest may be designated by their row and column, or may be arbitrarily numbered. path from element a to element b---a sequence of elements starting with element a and terminating with element b, such that successive pairs of elements are alternately in the same row, then in the same column of the shipment matrix, and such that no row or column contains more than one pair of elements of the sequence. Figure 2 (a) shows an example of a path. loop--a path starting and terminating with the same element. Figure 2 (b) is an example of a loop. Note that if a quantity AX is alternately added to and subtracted from the successive elements of a loop, the row and column sums of the shipment matrix rem/~ii~ unaltered. tree---a set of elements which contains a path between every pair of elements in the set and contains no loops. basis--a tree in au m oy n shipment matrix containing exactly m + n --1 elements. A basis has the following properties: (a) There is at least one element of the basis in each row and each column of the shipment matrix; (b) Hence, if a new element is added to the tree, a unique loop is formed including that element. An example of a basis and the loop formed by adding a new element is given in figure 3 .
basic element (path, or tree)--an element (path, or tree) contained in a particular basis.
Forming an Initial Basic Feasible Solution
Associated with each basic feasible solution is a basis whose elements include all positions in the shipment matrix where X~j does not equal zero. The following procedure may be used to form an initial basic feasible solution and the corresponding basis with which to start the stepping stone method:
Examine the entries in the first row of the cost matrix and select the entry having the smallest cost. Include this position in the shipment matrix as an element of the basis, with its value equal to the smaller of the supply for its row and the demand for if.s column. Decrease the supply and demand by this 135 amount. If a positive supply is left, drop the column whose demand was just satisfied from further consideration and again look for the lowest cost in this row. If a positive demand is left, insert an element in the same column but the next row, and again check whether there is supply or demand left over, and proceed as above.
This process yields in general a basis containing exactly m A-n --1 elements with no loops. An example of a cost matrix and a basic feasible solution generated in this manner from given supply and demand data is shown in figure 4 . The figure includes the initial values of the dual variables which are taken up next.
The Dual Variables--Change of Basis
In using the stepping stone method it is convenient to define an auxiliary variable U~ associated with each row and a Vs associated with each column of the cost matrix. FzG. 6. Matrices after one iteration 137 added element by AC. Now select the basic tree consisting of those elements of the basis which may be reached by basic paths from the added element which do not contain other elements in the column of the added ~lement. Consider in turn the basic paths to the elements of the tree. If the last move along the path to an element is across a row, increase V for its column by LXC; if the last move is up or down a column decrease the U for the row of the element by LXC. In our example, the circled elements in figure 6(a) form the basic tree. The results are given in figure 6(b). It is seen that the new U's and V's again satisfy equations (5) for the elements of the new basis. The search for another element which, if added to the basis, would reduce the total cost may now be resummed to begin the next iteration. When
is less than or equal to zero for all combinations of i and j, the solution has been found.
In the following paragraphs the considerations involved in performing the above manipulation with a digital computer are discussed.
Data Storage in the Computer
The input data required to specify a transportation problem are: (1) the cost matrix consisting of mn entries C~j, (2) the supplies and demands St and Dj: a total of m -4-n quantities. After the formation of the initial basic solution, the following data are required in the performance of the iterations:
(1) shipment matrix X~i: m ~ n --1 non-zero elements, (2) dual variables U~ and Vi: m "-t-n "values, (3) cost matrix C~i: mn entries. The largest volume of data that must be ~andled is the cost data. However, it is only necessary to have access to this data sequentially. Therefore, it may be recorded on some slow access, high capacity storage medium like magnetic tape or magnetic drum. From the discussion of the stepping stone method it is seen that the shipment matrix must be referred to essentially at random. Therefore, in order to facilitate high speed operation, the shipment matrix must be stored in the high speed memory of the computer. Fortunately, we know that at most m Jr n -1 of the positions of the shipment matrix can contain non-zero X~i's. Hence, a basic feasible solution may be stored as a table of m + n --1 entries giving the row, column and value of each element of the basis. An example of such a basis table is given in figure 7 for the basic feasible solution of figure 4(a) .
In carrying out the processes of the stepping stone method, basic paths between elements must be traced. This requires much referring on the part of the computer between basic elements either in the same column or the same row of the shipment matrix. In order to allow the computer to proceed as rapidly as possible in tracing the paths, the following information may be stored for each entry in the basis table.
(1) Data informing the computer where to find entries for the other basic elements in the same row of the shipment matrix. (2) Data informing the computer where to find entries for the other basic elements in the santo column of the shipment nmtrix. One convenient way of adding this information to the basis table is shown in figure 8. For entry number "r of the table, the value of k~ gives the entry number of another basic element in the same row; the value of lv gives the entry number of a basic element in the same column of the shipment matrix. The table is arranged so that by jumping from entry to entry.as directed by k (or l) values, MI basic elements in a particular row (column) of the shipment matrix will be encountered. Also, for ease in finding the entry for a basic element in a particular column, the first n entries of the basis table are for elements in columns of the shipment matrix corresponding to their entry number. These features of the basis table give the program to be described its high speed. Hovcever, the arra~gment has the slight disadvantage that as the basis changes with each iteration, we must see that the new basis table retains the above properties. Fro. 8. Augmented basis table
Major Routines
The block diagram of the major computer routines required for the transportation problem is shown in figure 9 . The input and output portions are not of interest to us because they involve no unusual ideas. The "Form initial basic feasible solution" block sets up a feasible solution in the manner described above, computes k and 1 values for the basis table, and calculates the initial values of the dual variables U~ and Vj.
Block number three searches through the cost data in sequence and selects a position in the shipment matrix for which Us Jr Vi -C~j is positive as the next element to be added to the basis. If no such position is found, the present basis is an optimum solution and the results are printed. The amount of cost data which is examined for each iteration by this block has a very important effect on the overall time requirement for solving a problem. This effect will be discussed later.
The next two blocks perform the tasks of finding the basic loop including the new element, finding the element that limits the size of, the new element and hence drops from the basis, and changing the values of the elements in the loop.
The "Modify basis table" block makes the necessary changes in the k and l values of the basis table to take care of the new element. It also shifts an entry in the table, if required, to maintain the ordering of the first n entries.
Block seven computes the U's and V's for the new basis.
Use of AugmenZed Basis Table for Logical Search
To show how the program takes advantage of the organization of the basis table, we will analyze the operation of the "Find basic loop including new element" block. We will consider the particular situation of adding a new element in row 3, column 1 to the basis of figure 10(a) . So that we may show this more clearly, we introduce the eoncep$ of the graph of a tree. For this basis figures 10(b) and (c) give a possible corresponding basis table and the graph pertinent to the introduction of a basic element at row 3, column 1. The numbers in the shipment matrix are now the entry numbers of the elements in the basis table and not the values of the elements. Each point on the graph is identified by the entry number of the element it represents in the basis table. The graph starts with the element in the basis table whose entry number is the column number of the element being introduced. This element will always be in the same column of the shipment matrix as the new element, i.e., column 1 in the example. A move from left to right in the graph corresponds to moving from one element in a given row of the shipment matrix to the element in the same row designated by the k value of the first in the basis table. Similarly, a move down in the graph corresponds to moving to the element in the same column of the shipment matrix designated by the l value in the basis table.
In these graphs we will call an element at which the tree splits up a branch point. Those elements which are reached by turning a corner at this branch point make up the corresponding branch. As an example, the branch corresponding to the branch point, element number 9, consists of elements 5, 4, 6, 10, and 7. Elements like 5 where all paths must turn ~ be called corner points. Note that the graph of a particular basis is a function of the way the basis is represented in the basis table, and is dependent on the element chosen as the starting point.
In searching for the loop involving the new element, we start from an element in the same column as the new element. Hence we must find a basic path from the starting element to an element in the same row as the new element. This is done by searching the branches of the graph successively until an element in the correct row is found. Sufficient information must be remembered during the search so that the path may be identified once it is found. The search is carried out as follows: First, a path is traced through the tree without turning at any of the branch points as shown by the arrow labelled 1 in figure 11. While tracing this path the branch points encountered are tabulated as in figure 12(b) to provide starting points for searching the remaining branches of the graph. Entry fl in the branch point table gives the basis table entry number of the branch point ga and an indicator ba telling whether the branch point was encountered while moving across a row (ba = 0) or down a column (ba = 1). A separate tabulation (figure 12a) is kept of those elements (branch points and comer points) which could belong to the desired loop. Entry a in the search table gives the basis table entry number f~ of the element, and tells whether it is a comer point (a~ = 0) or branch point (a~ = 1) of the graph.
Since an entry in row 3 was not found while searching this path, the last entry in the branch point table is examined and the search is continued by tracing the path indicated by the arrow labelled 2 in figure 11 . First, however, the number of this branch point is recorded in the search table and identified   ®   I  8  9  3 ., by a~ = 2 to denote that a new path is being traced. The resulting tabulation is given in figure 13 . The search is continued as indicated in figure 11 until element 7 is reached which is in row 3. Since element 7 is an element of the desired loop, it is entered in the search table. The state of the tables is then as in figure 14 , and the search is terminated. The decisions as to whether a particular element .y is a branch point or a corner point, and what basic element is to be examined next, may be easily made by examining k and l values in the basis table. For instance, suppose we have just moved to element T from another element in the same row. Let h be the entry number of the first element that was examined in this row. Then, an entry B is found with a~ = 1, f~ = fa. Element fa is a member of the loop. Figure 16 illustrates the application of the rules to the search table formed in the above example. The basic loop consists of the new element and elements 7, 4, 5, 9 and 1 of the old basis.
Essentially the identical search technique is used in calculating the new values of the dual variables. The difference is that the object of the search is to examine all of the elements in a particular sub-tree of the basis rather than to find an element in a particular row.
Having presented the principles of the operation of the logical search method, we will proceed with our operational experience with it and leave further details for the appendix.
Operating Experience
The method of storing a basis and the logical search techniques described above have been incorporated in a transportation problem program coded for the Whirlwind computer at MIT. The Whirlwind is a parallel, binary machine with a 16-bit word length and an instruction speed of about 40,000 operations per second. It had (at the time this program was coded) 2016 registers of fastaccess magnetic core storage, 40,000 registers of auxiliary storage in two magnetic drums, and magnetic tapes (used principally as an output medium).
The size of the problem that can be solved by the program was limited by the size of basis table which would fit into the fast-access cores, and the amount 
Number of costs ~ approximately 10,000.
In many practical transportation situations, it is known at the start that many of the total of mn possible shipping routes are absurd; in fact, costs may not be known for many of these routes because it is certain that they would be inefficient. One would not ship to a customer in Pasadena from a New York warehouse if there were a warehouse i n Los Angeles. In the Whirlwind program advantage is taken of this fact in that only the essential costs are stored. All costs that are not specified in the data are assumed to be infinite. This allows the solution of larger problems within the restrictions (9).
The largest problem that has been solved with the routine has been a warehouse allocation problem with 54 supplies, 343 demands and 8200 non-infinite costs. Nine problems of this size were run on Whirlwind recently in an average time of 25 minutes each.
Methods of Searching Cost Data
According to usual practice with the stepping stone method, the entire cost matrix is examined at each iteration and the position is selected that gives the greatest incremental cost, AC = U~ ~ Vj -C~. A new element is placed at this position in the shipment matrix for the next iteration.
When the logical search procedure is used on a high speed computer, the time required to carry out the operations of one iteration becomes short compared to the time required to search through the entire cost data in finding the new element to be put in the basis. Thus, the total time for solution might be eut down if the time spent searching the cost data per iteration were shortened at the expense of a larger number of iterations.
Two alternate methods of selecting the element for the next iteration were tried. In one of these, the cost matrix is scanned row by row and the first position for which U~ W V3 -C~i is positive is selected. After each iteration, the search is resumed where it was broken off. In the other method, a complete row of the cost matrix is examined and the position in this row with the greatest incremental cost AC = U~ --~ Vj --C~5 is chosen. For the next iteration the next row is examined in the same way. The two alternate methods are compared with the usual rule in figure 17 for a problem with 30 supplies, 260 demands and about 8000 non-infinite costs. The method of searching one row at a time gives the best results. Naturally, with a different computer, a different compromise between number of iterations and time spent in searching the cost data will be optimum. The way in which the solution time depends on the problem size is shown in figure 18 . These figures include the computer time used in reading the supply and demand data into the computer memory from paper tape and the time used in recording the optimum solution on magnetic tape.
Conclusion
The average time required to perform an iteration using the method described here depends linearly on the size of the problem, m -{-n. This is a consequence of the fact that in searching for a loop, each entry in the basis table is considered no more than once. Since experience has shown that the number of iterations required to solve a problem is roughly proportional to m --}-n, the overall time requirements should increase as the square of the size of the problem. Also, the times quoted above would be cut by a factor of four or so if the ideas of this program were used with a modern high-speed binary computer having index registers and a large word length. All this indicates the feasibility of solving extremely large transportation type problems in an economical amount of time.
It now appears that the techniques of logical search can be applied to the new Hungarian method [4] of solving the transportation problem and can be extended to encompass the general capacity-limited network flow problem.
APPENDIX

Logical Diagrams for the High-Speed Transportation Routine
The block diagram of the major routines necessary to solve the transportation problem by the stepping stone method has already been presented in figure 9 of this paper. The "Read-in data" block tabulates the cost data, the supplies and the demands in the storage of the computer. The "Print optimum solution" block supplies the optimum allocation in a convenient form for the user.
The details of the other blocks are given in the form of logical diagrams, figures A-2 to A-7, using the symbols defined in figure A-1 . The use of letters is as follows:
(1) Lower case Greek letters, c~, ~, -.-, denote entry indices for tabulations of quantities in successive storage locations in the computer. (2) A letter with a Greek subscript, like U,, denotes a quantity stored in the entry of a particular table specified by the subscript. Table  Index 8~-8+l 
Miscellaneous Tables
Search Table- 
